
In this chapter they showcase_______ via goose flying in packs. Because with a group 
of goose they replace the leaders position if the leader gets tired of flying so the flock of 
goose can go farther. Synergizing happens everywhere usually needed to 
________overall goal. Teamwork requires people to deal with people’s differences so 
they can properly conquer there main goal. Finally, working together makes more 
challenging tasks easier to accomplish, working to complete so goals require you to 
push with the rest of the team to meet a deadline.

This is telling people very loudly that settling disputes because there different is the 
most important step towards creating a formidable group. Being ________towards 
diversity will make teamwork limited or separate the team. Compromising among others 
will help if people can’t deal with diversity but ________differences is more important. 
The most ignorant class of people are those who shun diversity even though its about 
your actions that define you. Thats why racist groups here in the United States are so 
low in support because they exclude Muslims, Mexicans, African Americans and any 
other type of people that go against their ideology.

The shunning ________makes people go into their own bubble thinking the world is 
against them and they are perfect. The toleration mostly focus on the idea of dealing 
with peoples differences but no being proud of doing so. The celebration of people’s 
differences shows that you how respect towards people’s ideas because divided you fall 
and united you stand.

Accepting people who are _________can bring in new ideas to the table. The ideas 
created by others can be mixed in with your own to make something bigger. But ideas 
form in many different ways such as writing, reading, telling stories, music and imagery.

Shunners will go against people just because there different limiting there options by 
discriminating people. There are many reasons such as a different idea, skin color and 
religion. Tolerator’s are simply ok with people’s differences but don’t _____________of 
their different skills. Their motto is “You keep to yourself and I’ll keep to myself.” 
Celebrator’s focus on accepting everyone with a ________idea. They are more about 
being Pro - Humanity instead of rejecting people based on their ethnicity, religion, age 
or any set of ideals.

_________: Learn through reading, writing, telling stories.”“Logical-Mathematical: Learn 
through logic, patterns, categories, relationships” “Bodily-Kinesthetic: Learn through 
bodily sensations, touching” “Spatial: Learn through images and pictures.” “Musical: 
Learn through sound and rhythm”  “Interpersonal: Learn through interaction and 
communication with others.” “Interpersonal:______ through their own feelings” You must 
respect those with different way of learning because they might have problem with it. 
Take advantage of those differences and celebrate them because collaborating creates 
more creative ideas. Same idea in politics no president has ever been a extreme 
Democrat or a extreme Republican because people want a person that will favor both 
sides like a moderate Republican or Democrat. Favoring both sides is the only effective 
way to make a ______________.




